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T mobile visual voicemail setup could not finish

The visual voicemail part of the native phone app is not working, I have T-Mobile. Previously I was using a Pixel XL before the Teracube and visual voicemail worked great for me on T-Mobile. That said, after searching Google before posting here, it seems that in the past there were a handful of people who had this problem. There are some described fixes that involve installing
and uninstalling the T-Mobile visual voicemail version of the app. This didn't work for me. All I can think of is that my Pixel XL was on Android 10, but I fell my visual voicemail was working before the Android 10 update was pushed to my Pixel XL late last year. Here's my problem in a more descriptive way: In the phone app I go to Settings &gt; Visual Voicemail and I turn it on in A
small message appears under the setting title Voice mail activation Wait about a minute or so without changes to the activation status Back to settings In the Voice Mail tab of the Phone app a message at the top says Visual voicemail is not working Call voicemail to finish setting it I call my voicemail and listen to a saved message all the way through and hang Up No change in the
message, repeat the above steps with some results Let it sit for hours waiting for it to be activated in the background or something , try to call voicemail again as the message still suggests doing, no luck Does anyone else have problems with visual voicemail? The other thing I'm going to keep in mind that I tried was to go to the back-end app settings through android settings &gt;
apps and make sure the app had permissions for all categories. This didn't change anything, I just wanted to notice that I've tried. I have T-Mobile and am using Visual Voicemail successfully. However, in the included phone app I don't see a Visual Voicemail tab or an option in Settings! The Settings of the My Phone app have Settings&gt;Voicemail but then only Notifications and
Advanced subsections (which has the operator and manual VM number) There is no idea why mine is different. This is what my settings look like @William_Vidrine - Could you share how you made it work? It could be useful to others. Mine still doesn't work if that's what you're asking. I just installed Visual Voicemail outside the Play Store. It gives me notifications, but I don't have
integration into the Phone app. As I said before, I don't have the same settings&gt;Voicemail oysters - only notifications and advanced settings yes I'm talking about the voicemail built into the native phone app. The T-Mobile app is rubbish from what I hear and don't reason to install another app if the native Android app has the functionality. and interestingly, mine just doesn't have
it I think it's because you have the other app installed, I heard others say that when I was reading about how to try to fix my problem. If you don't have voice mail toggle shown in my first screenshot turned on, the voicemail tab won't be displayed. I don't think you can activate it if you have the app but I don't know for sure. I uninstalled it and changed it in Settings &lt; Voicemail Now
the switch only stops saying 'Activating voicemail Same problem as me. Do you receive call voicemail to finish setting up when you're not in settings? No, but in notifications I receive Having difficulty retrieving voicemail, and when I touch it and visual VM is opened, my messages are synchronized and listed. I receive exactly the same error message (the operator is Ultra Mobile
reselling T-Mobile). But I also received exactly the same error message in Ultra Mobile from my previous phone (Nexus 6 on Lineage OS), so it's probably not a Teracube issue. Or at least not JUST a Teracube problem. It doesn't work here either. It seems to be an incompatibility between Google phone app and T-Mobile voicemail (Our phone app is made by Google). As
mentioned in my original post this was working very well on my Pixel XL (pretty old phone) which is all native Google, exactly the same phone app. So I agree that this is Google's phone app, I've seen it work in the past. Is there a way to try to catch some error messages in the background so we can get more clarity about where it's not being configured? You can enable adb (USB
debugging) from the developer tools on your phone, and then run adb logcat from Windows. If you are new to adb - there are plenty of online tutorials on how to do this. I'm also having this problem. I followed the same steps as the previous ones. I can access my voicemail by dialing 123 and I have already set up my voicemail including greeting, etc. But when I try to set up visual
voicemail, I always receive a message like: We're experiencing some issues with activation. We'll try again in a few minutes. Is the Teracube team aware of this problem? You can also install the T-mobile version of the Visual Voicemail application. I've been using that successfully in my Teracube. following → the Pricing Plans for ALL INDEPENDENT SERVICE PLANS: ** Mo
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